
Revision:

Good vs. Bad



Mastering revision

Most students will use the same revision techniques from Year 7 right up to Sixth Form, without taking 

into account the huge changes in workload and exam style that those years will bring. As well as that, 

some techniques just don’t suit some people!

It seems like learning a new revision technique is going to take up lots of time. However, if a new 

technique makes you a more efficient learner, it actually saves time in the long run and gives you better 

results! Result!



Length of study time

Is it good to revise for long periods of time or for shorter bursts?

Answer: almost always in shorter bursts.

Most students have an attention span of 20-25 minutes, meaning that pushing ourselves to work 

beyond this period leads us to start switching off, even if we feel as though we’re still working. Who’s 

ever been in the situation of getting to the end of a page of a textbook and realising they have no idea 

what they’ve just read? Probably means that it’s time for a break.

Keep your breaks short, and then get back to it!



Study Environment

Where should I work?

Answer: sat up at a tidy desk/table in a quiet room.

If you’re lying down, or sat back in a comfy chair, your mind is telling you switch off, relax and go to 

sleep. It’s nowhere near as productive than if you’re sat up, at a table, a place that tells your body to 

switch on and work. Why else do they make school chairs so uncomfortable? 

Too many distractions can be an issue, too. Tidy up and stay organised for optimum brain power!



Study Environment

The vast majority of students choose to revise in their bedrooms, where they can spread out, they’re free 

from distractions and it can be private. 

But they can be seriously unproductive study environments!

If possible, find a space that’s quiet and free from distraction. Libraries are often great places to study. 

Choosing a different room in the house can help, too!



Technology

What should I do with my phone? And TV?

Answer: keep your phone in another room, and stay away from the TV during and in-between study 

sessions.

Many of us will keep our phone next to us when we revise, but it’s not doing us any favours! So remove 

this distraction, and avoid it during short study breaks. It can be a reward after you’ve worked for a 

couple of hours.



Technology

Televisions should be avoided at all costs when revising – whether it’s before, during or in-between study 

sessions. Once you’re done for the day, watch whatever you want. Game of Thrones isn’t going anywhere!

Televisions emit a high-pitched signal, and our brain subconsciously picks up on this. If you need some 

background noise, try having the radio on low.



Learning notes

Is it a good idea to rewrite your notes to learn them?

Answer: Absolutely not. 

Anything that means you’re engaging with your notes in a different way is so much more effective. 

For example: explaining them to others (start a study group!), recording yourself speaking them out loud 

and listening back, singing the words you have to learn to the tune of your favourite song, or best of all, 

doing practice papers. Whatever you do, make sure you’re varying it up.



Music

Is it a good idea to listen to music when you revise?

Answer: Yes and no. Yes – because it helps you focus and block out other distractions. No – because it 

can start to act as a trigger.

The main concern with music, especially music with lyrics, is that we start to connect whatever we’re 

listening to with the information that we’re trying to learn. 

However, this is not the case for everyone, and happens much less when the music has no lyrics – e.g. 

classical music, film scores, electronic music. 



Visuals

What’s the best approach to highlighting and colour-coding?

Answer: It’s extremely useful, but should be used purposefully and sparingly.

Make sure that you have developed a careful system of colour-coding and know what you are

highlighting and why. Highlights and colours do not ensure learning by themselves.



Effective revision time

What time of day should I revise?

Answer: This is the approach with the most grey area, and it just depends on the person.

Test yourself using some of your notes: in the morning, after school, after dinner and late at night. Note 

which time yields the best results. This should be when you do your most ‘heavy-lifting’ – i.e. the work 

that you find most challenging. 

Change it up if you find it’s not working well for you.



Constantly self-regulate

As with any study technique, the effectiveness of this advice is going to vary from person to person.

Start to use a couple of the techniques and see if they’re working for you. If so, include more. If not, then

try some others. Ask your friends what works for them.

Keep your piles of techniques up-to-date with what’s working for you, and what you haven’t yet tried out.

Remember: it’s only effective if you’re spending less time on the actual revision but getting better results

from the work.


